
Expulsion and 
Suspension 
Prevention in 
Early Childhood 
Settings



Housekeeping / Webinar Etiquette
Your phone is on mute. We will stop periodically throughout 
the training to address questions and comments. 

Please type your questions and 
comments into the questions box 
of the Webinar control panel. 
Questions and comments will be 
read aloud for all participants to 
hear.
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Introduction
I. Overview of the Issue
II. Why Does it Matter?
III. Federal & State Policies and Guidance
IV. Best Practices

a. Inclusion
b. Environment
c. Family Engagement
d. Professional Development

V. Writing Your Own Policy
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Overview
Expulsion, Suspension, Dismissal – What is it?
• Expulsion – Terminating the enrollment of a child or 

family in an early learning program due to challenging 
behavior(s) or health condition(s).

• Suspension – Reductions in the amount of time a child 
may attend the regular early learning program (i.e. asking 
the child to be picked up immediately or asking a child to 
not return for a specific period.

• Dismissal – Removal of a child from an early learning 
program due to factors other than the child’s behavior.
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“Expulsion/Suspension is not Dismissal.”
Some parental actions may cause a child’s dismissal. Reasons for 
dismissal (not related to the child’s behavior or actions) include:
• Documented habitual disregard for drop off and pick up times;
• Documented habitual disregard for sick child policies;
• Documented abuse behavior toward staff or other parents;
• Documented pattern of chronic absences without 

documentation of illness or any special circumstances; or
• Failure to comply with medical and immunization requirements.
• Documented habitual nonpayment of fees
Since dismissals are based on parental actions, they should be addressed separately 
from the child’s behavior or the provider’s discipline policy.

Overview
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Story of Charlie – Take #1

Why Does it Matter?



Why Does it Matter?
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Why Does it Matter?
• Preschool expulsions 3 times more common than K-12
• Child care expulsions 13 times more common than K-12
Expulsions and Suspensions:

– Are closely connected to adverse outcomes that continue into 
adolescence and adulthood

– Remove children from early learning environments that can 
promote their developmental skills in all areas

– Greatly contribute to overall increased family stress levels
– May attribute undiagnosed disabilities or disorders as 

“challenging behavior” that could be addressed through special 
needs or inclusion practices

– Are disproportionately administered to young boys of color due 
to racial, gender and SES disparities 
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Why Does it Matter?
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PreK Expulsion Rates
• 10.4% of PreK teachers report expelling at least 1 child within the past 

year due to behavior problems
• Of the classrooms that reported expelling:

– 78%, only 1 child
– 15%, 2 children
– 6%, 3 children
– 1%, 4 children

• Average of 6.7 expulsions for every 1000 children in publicly funded 
preschool programs (vs. 2.1/1000 for K-12)

• Detroit – 28/1000 children in child care programs
• Massachusetts – 27/1000, and 39% of child care classrooms
• Illinois – 42% of centers (all infant and toddler!)
• Alaska – 45% of centers

Why Does it Matter?
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Federal Joint Policy Statement

U.S. Departments of Education and Health and Human 
Services issued a joint policy statement about the scope and 
nature of the problem, along with recommendations and 
resources to prevent and severely limit the practice. The 
statement emphasizes:
• Clear, appropriate and consistent expectations and 

consequences to address disruptive student behavior;
• Racial, gender and cultural equity across all settings where 

children learn and play; and
• Preschool inclusion practices implemented when the 

child’s misbehavior is related to the child’s disability or 
developmental delay.
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OEL Position Statement
Intent of Position Statement is to:
• Promote positive and developmentally appropriate 

classroom environments 
• Prioritize the social-emotional and behavioral health of 

young children
• Encourage developmental screenings for all children, with 

referrals as indicated
• Support parent engagement in the development of their 

children while in early learning programs
• Encourage the professional development of early 

childhood educators regarding alternatives to expulsion, 
suspension or dismissal
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OEL Position Statement
• Encourage collaboration with early childhood mental 

health consultants and interventionists
• Promote the expansion of data collection and analysis 

related to expulsions, suspensions or dismissals 
• Outlines quality indicators for Coalitions’ and Providers’ 

expulsion and suspension policies and practices

All aimed at preventing or limiting the 
practice of expulsion as a disciplinary tool.
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What Does This Mean for Coalitions & Providers?

• The Federal Child Care and 
Development Fund (CCDF) 
requires states to provide 
consumer education to families, 
providers, and the community.
As of 2015, consumer education 
must include information about 
state policies regarding the 
social-emotional and behavioral 
health and expulsion of 
preschool-aged children in early 
childhood settings. 

•

• The Office of Early Learning 
enacted new health and safety 
rules for child care providers. The 
rule includes requirements that 
all providers:
– Must have discipline and expulsion 

policies in writing, 
– Must give all parents/ guardians a 

written copy of their discipline and 
expulsion policy, and 

– Ensure all staff comply with their 
program’s procedures and policy.

http://www.floridaearlylearning.com/statewide_initiatives/health_and_safety.aspx
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Ways of Work

Reactive
• Event occurs
• Actions taken
• Decisions made on the 

spot

Proactive
• Plan designed with 

input from stakeholders
• Resources available
• Event occurs
• Steps in plan followed
• Evaluation of plan
• Changes made as 

needed



Best Practices - Inclusion

“What do I do if a have a child who exhibits a 
challenging behavior?”

Gathering Information - Child and Environment
– Observation
– Information to/from families
– Formation of Specialized Care Team
– Screening
– Assessment
– Current IFSP/IEP, if applicable
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Best Practices - Inclusion

“What do I do if a have a child who exhibits a 
challenging behavior?”
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Age Access Intervention System

Warm-Line/Inclusion 
Specialist

CCR&R
Early Steps

Warm-Line/Inclusion 
Specialist

CCR&R
Child Find

Part C Services
DOH Early Steps 

Program

Part B Services
DOE - Bureau of 

Exceptional Education 
and Student Services 

(BEESS)



Best Practices - Inclusion

Available Provider Resources
– Warm-line/Inclusion Specialists
– Specialized Care Team
– Early Steps
– Child Find
– Current Service Providers (therapists, counselors, infant/toddler 

specialists already working with the family)

– Mental Health Consultants
– TATS (DOE Technical Assistance and Training System) (ages 3-5)
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Best Practices - Inclusion

Available Provider Tools

– CLASS (Classroom Assessment Scoring System)

– BPIECE for Practitioners (Best Practices in 
Inclusive Early Childhood Education)
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Story of Charlie – Take #2

Best Practices - Environment



Best Practices – Environment

“Thinking the Best”
• Having a mindset of “Positive intent” teaches you to 

see the best in everyone, to take a pause, and see the 
story in a different way

• Keeps you emotionally regulated so that you can bring 
the best skills to help coach the child

• “They’re just trying to get my attention.”
• “She is just plain lazy.”
• “He’s a mean kid. He is just hurtful for no reason.”
• “She’s jealous.”
• “She just doesn’t care about her kids.”
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Best Practices – Environment

“Empathy”
“Ability to imagine how someone else is feeling in a 

particular situation and respond with care.”

• Accept the moment for what it is and accept 
the child’s emotions

• Empathizing with the child helps them tune 
in to and regulate their own emotions

• In infants and toddlers, this is how you foster 
secure attachment
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Best Practices – Environment

“Creating a Caring Community & Culture” 
• Idea that we’re all in this together
• Create a community where everyone has a 

value and a role to play
• Create your own identity as a community, 

with rituals and routines
• “WE” instead of “I”
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Best Practices – Environment



Best Practices – Family Engagement

“Family Friendly Environment”
• Open and constant communication with 

families (from tour to completion)
• Equitable treatment of all families, regardless 

of child’s behavior 
• Communicate positive messages about the 

child; focus on outcomes you want
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Best Practices – Family Engagement

• Collaboration with family as part of Specialized 
Care Team 

• Parent education
• Notification of policies and behavior 

expectations
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Best Practices – Professional Development

Provide access to training for all staff:
– Developmentally Appropriate Practices
– Social-Emotional Development
– Family Engagement
– Emotionally Safe Classrooms
– Trauma Informed Care
– Cultural Responsiveness
– Implicit Bias
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Writing Your Own Policy

Example of a Policy
1. Intent/Purpose
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Writing Your Own Policy

2. Reasons for expulsion, suspension and 
dismissal
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(Name of Program)



Writing Your Own Policy

More Sample Language:
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Writing Your Own Policy

3. Steps taken prior to expulsion or suspension
– Positive behavior intervention supports include:

• Screenings
• Classroom/environment assessments
• Reaching out to inclusion specialists, specialized care team, mental 

health consultants where available
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Writing Your Own Policy

4. Communication with parents – fostering a 
positive relationship with family

5. Transition to another provider
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“On rare occasions, we may work with families to seek the best care for their child if all parties 
agree that our program can no longer meet the needs of an individual child.”
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Expulsion and Suspension Prevention Toolkit

Tools for coalitions and providers to use as they develop 
stronger expulsion/suspension prevention policies and 

practices

• ACF Policy Statement on Expulsion and Suspension Policies in Early Childhood 
Settings

• DHHS Summary Spotlighting Progress in Policy and Supports
• Standing Together Against Suspension & Expulsion in Early Childhood | National 

Association for the Education of Young Children | NAEYC
• CSEFEL: Center on the Social and Emotional Foundations for Early Learning 

Training Modules
• DCCECE Infographic "Don't Suspend and Expel"
• Expulsion Prevention Teacher Checklist
• Provider Expulsion Guidance Policy
• Florida Department of Health – Early Steps
• FDLRS Child Find

https://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/ecd/expulsion_ps_numbered.pdf
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/ecd/expulsion_resource_guide_11_4_16_final.pdf
http://www.naeyc.org/suspension-expulsion
http://csefel.vanderbilt.edu/resources/training_modules.html
http://humanservices.arkansas.gov/dccece/dccece_documents/Expulsion%20Infographic%20Draft_2-25.pdf
http://humanservices.arkansas.gov/dccece/dccece_documents/Expulsion%20Teacher%20Checklist%20final_short.pdf
http://humanservices.arkansas.gov/dccece/dccece_documents/Expulsion%20Guidance%20Policy.pdf
http://www.floridahealth.gov/AlternateSites/CMS-Kids/families/early_steps/early_steps.html
http://www.fdlrs.org/child-find.html


What to Look For

• Each SR program must have written policies and 
procedures regarding discipline and expulsion of 
children in care. 

• Copies of the current policies must be available for 
DCF/LLA to review.

• Must provide policies to parents upon enrollment

• Signature of the custodial parent or legal guardian 
indicating they have received the policies must be 
maintained in child’s file

• Compliance date – July 1, 2017
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Questions 
or 

comments?
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Contact Info

Erin Smeltzer
Director, School Readiness 

Program
(850) 717-8602

Erin.Smeltzer@oel.myflorida.com

Sunny Saunders
Coordinator of Consumer Education 

& Family Engagement
(850) 717-8575

Sunny.Saunders@oel.myflorida.com

Molly Grant
Project Manager
(850) 717-8578

Molly.Grant@oel.myflorida.com

mailto:Erin.Smeltzer@oel.myflorida.com
mailto:Sunny.Saunders@oel.myflorida.com
mailto:Molly.Grant@oel.myflorida.com


Rodney J. MacKinnon
Executive Director, Office of Early Learning
250 Marriott Drive Tallahassee, FL 32399 
850-717-8550 • Toll Free 866-357-3239 

www.FloridaEarlyLearning.com

http://www.floridaearlylearning.com/
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